BEYOND RANKINGS TO REVENUE
How our (un)Common SEO team helped an allied health college
untap the potential of organic traffic for leads

CLIENT

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

◊

Medical college that had just
undergone a name change and
added a new program

◊

Improve the site’s visibility,
authority, and offsite presence
to attract visitors

◊

Fix all technical issues and
optimize meta content for easy
search indexing

◊

Stagnant traffic and lead
volume in a growing industry
with many new competitors  
entering the market

◊

Maximize conversions by
aligning marketing strategy
with website content, design,
and architecture

◊

Relaunch website for better
user experience

◊

Keep growing visibility with
smart keyword strategy

OUTCOMES

QUARTERLY
ORGANIC TRAFFIC

ORGANIC
CONVERSION RATE

QUARTERLY
ORGANIC LEADS

66% 167% 398%

◊ Raised organic keyword click-through rate from 3.36% to 4.90% in one quarter
◊ Grew traffic and leads from Facebook from 145 to 1,995 in one month
◊ Following site relaunch, year-over-year organic leads and cumulative leads (from all
sources) more than tripled

A medical college approached (un)Common Logic about increasing
their lead volume. The client’s existing website traffic and
lead volume was static, while their industry was growing and
competitors were entering the market. Their stagnant traffic wasn’t
just frustrating, it was threatening the growth of the college’s
enrollments.

The client’s business was facing several complicating
factors due to the nature of the allied health industry:
◊

Recent industry growth meant that many new
competitors had entered the market

◊

The industry was (and still is) subject to many
levels of state and federal regulation, some
of which dictated and/or limited marketing
messaging

◊

Additionally, those regulations could change at
any time

The website’s purpose was to guide visitors through
the conversion process based on their desired degree

or career. A “complete conversion” would occur when
a prospective student completed a contact form,
scheduled a meeting with an advisor, and finally
enrolled in an allied health or nursing program.
The ultimate goal of our engagement with this client
was to use SEO to increase complete conversions.
Thus, the immediate objective was increasing the
number of contact forms completed by organic
visitors whose search terms indicated an interest in
enrollment.
When we started working with them, the form
completion rate from organic traffic was a mere
1.97%. Part of the problem was lack of engagement:
◊

64% of organic visitors stayed on the site for 10
seconds or less

ENGAGEMENT WAS TO INCREASE

◊

ENROLLMENTS. THUS, THE IMMEDIATE

Another 6% of all organic visitors left before
spending 30 seconds on the site

◊

75% of all organic visitors viewed only one page
on the site

THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF OUR SEO

OBJECTIVE WAS INCREASING THE
NUMBER OF CONTACT FORMS
COMPLETED BY ORGANIC VISITORS
WHOSE SEARCH TERMS INDICATED AN
INTEREST IN ENROLLMENT.

After studying their data, we determined that a visitor
who stayed for more than 30 seconds and viewed
more than two pages had a significantly higher
likelihood of submitting the lead form.
Since only 25% of organic visitors stayed 30 seconds
or viewed even a second page, our challenge was
clear.
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AUDIT
The client engagement began with an in-depth audit of their website’s code, organization, content, and user
experience. We also examined their offsite presence, including social profiles and backlinks. And most importantly, we analyzed their goals and strategy for SEO, investigated the competitive landscape, and conducted
thorough keyword research.
Through our years of experience in optimization, we have developed a model of an ideal SEO approach:

Desired Result: CONVERSIONS

tio
n

◊ Metrics Aligned with Goals

g&

Offsite
Presence

◊  Backlinks from High-Authority Sites
◊  Social Profiles Claimed, Optimized & Updated
◊  Online Identity Consistent & Accurate

Content
& Metacontent

◊  All Metacontent Present & Correct
◊  All Content Meets Users’ Needs & Goals
◊  All Media Tagged & Organized

Architectural Soundness

◊  Information Correctly Structured
◊  Page Consistent with Search Query
◊  Correctly Structured URLs

Intuitive User Experience

◊  Low-Friction Lead Forms
◊  Clear Navigation
◊  Mobile Optimization

An

aly

tic

s, T
rac

◊ Constant
Optimization

kin

◊ Consistent, Timely
Reports

Op

◊ User Information &
Behavior Tracked

tim

◊ All Relevant Events Tagged
& Tracked

iza

◊ Analytics Codes Implemented

Strong Technical Foundation
Strategy, Analysis & Research

Our 133-point (at the time) SEO audit revealed that
the site’s server codes were good: no server-level
crawler errors, only one 404 error, and all 301 redirects were properly implemented.
However, other technical, architectural, and content
areas had significant room for improvement:
◊

Duplicate content and improperly implemented
canonical tags damaged the site’s rankings and
likely confused visitors

◊

Their XML sitemaps were incomplete and not upto-date, harming their technical SEO status

◊

Significant meta content issues meant that the
site wasn’t sending the right signals to search
engines—or to searchers

◊

The site’s architecture didn’t consistently support
conversion goals or a good user experience

◊  Robots.txt & Sitemaps Correct
◊  Server Response Codes Good
◊  Reasonable Page Load Time
◊  Clear, Strategic Goals
◊  Competitive Analysis
◊  Keyword Research

The site’s organic traffic indicated gaps between marketing strategy and SEO execution:
◊

Only 20% of overall traffic was organic

◊

Almost all traffic was driven by branded terms—
specifically, legacy brand terms that didn’t match
the client’s current brand, position, or offerings

◊

Generic/non-brand terms enjoyed some visibility,
but were not generating significant traffic

Perhaps the most damaging thing we found concerned the client’s visibility to a crucial audience. The
site wasn’t sending strong local signals to search engines, and much of the client’s local information was
missing or inconsistent. Because most of the school’s
students were local, these gaps were directly hurting
conversions and revenue among the school’s main
customer base.
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PHASE ONE: FAST FIXES
SEO is a long-term endeavor, but during this phase, we implemented changes that would affect organic traffic
in just six months. We focused on four elements that would yield the greatest results in a short time.
◊

Optimizing meta content for search

◊

◊

Reducing navigational friction that prevented users from completing conversion actions

Implementing end-to-end analytics for more accurate tracking of goal completions

◊

Optimizing the client’s local information and online identity

META CONTENT IMPROVEMENTS
Meta content is one of the best places to make quick
SEO improvements by correcting inaccurate signals.

META CONTENT PROBLEMS
When we began working with the client, their meta
content had significant issues:
◊

13% of pages had no meta titles

◊

Another 13% of pages had duplicate titles

◊

25% of pages had titles that were too long

◊

Page titles were not targeted to actual product
offerings

◊

All page (non-blog-post) titles included the client’s old name

◊
◊

◊
◊

63% of pages had no meta description, including
almost all blog posts
Most pages with meta descriptions had the client’s new name, but all these pages had the old
name in the title tags
Calls to action in meta descriptions, when present,
were weak
6% of meta descriptions were too long

The site’s average click-through rate for its organic
keywords over the previous quarter was 3.36%.

META CONTENT ACTIVITIES
Our focus on the client’s value proposition that
aligned with a key brand statement gave us a clear
directive for improving the site’s meta content. We
made these changes in less than one month:
◊

All titles included relevant keywords

◊

All titles aligned with content and product offering

◊

All meta descriptions incorporated a brand value
proposition statement

◊

All meta descriptions had a clear CTA

◊

All meta descriptions fit within character limits

Before us
Pages in Top 50
Impressions
Click-through rate

3 months
later

96

103

102,316

142,690

3.36%

4.90%

META CONTENT RESULTS
Three months later, the site’s average click-through
rate for its organic keywords was 4.90%, a gain of
37.5% in just three months.
Also during that time, the number of pages ranking at
position 50 or higher increased by 7.3%, and the total
impressions for those pages increased by 39.5%.
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ANALYTICS AND TRACKING
Thorough, consistent tracking doesn’t just provide
data to prove that SEO efforts have worked; it also
provides data that SEO experts can analyze to identify opportunities for further improvements. Because
our approach to digital marketing is driven by data,
not by hunches, we perform these analytics optimizations for every client:

◊

Establish business-oriented goals and events to
track on the website

◊

Determine the best ways to segment data for
insights into key subsets

◊

Implement settings, filters, goals, events, and segments, and optimize them on a regular basis

Assess all Google Analytics profiles, properties,
and view settings/filters

◊

Create automatic reports to focus on relevant
metrics that indicate performance toward client-specific goals

◊

LOCAL INFORMATION
Most of the client’s target audience were young women considering a career change or looking to improve
their lives. They spent a great deal of time on Facebook, so having accurate listing information and an
optimized business page was essential for the client.
We assisted them in applying these best practices:
◊

Accounting for all locations on one central business page

◊

Using Facebook categories to assist in
platform searches

◊

Populating the “Products” section of
the page with degree programs

◊

Optimizing the page’s cover image to
include photos of people in the jobs
for which the client offered degree
programs

These improvements were made in March
of Year 1, and the resulting growth in traffic and conversions from Facebook proved
the value of optimizing the business page.

We ensured that the client’s listing information (location, phone numbers, website URL, hours) were
consistent across all major directories and information
sites. We also helped the client add a short description about the school, a short description of each
campus, and more/newer photos to each campus’s
Google+ local pages.

Phase 1: Facebook Traffic and Leads
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PHASE 1 RESULTS
By making simple, yet powerful, improvements to the website, we generated very
quick results. More pages ranking at position 50 or higher meant more visibility
for the client’s site, more impressions (i.e.,
people seeing their listings), and higher
click-through rates.

Phase 1: Organic Leads vs. All Leads
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And the results of higher visibility were
clear, as organic lead volume grew and
50
SEO-generated leads became nearly 30%
of the site’s total leads. As the proportion
0
JUN
of leads generated by SEO grew, the proportion of leads generated by paid search
advertising decreased, so that while total
lead volume grew, the average cost per lead declined.
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PHASE TWO: WEBSITE RELAUNCH
The client’s site had undergone a redesign when
they rebranded, but that redesign focused mostly on
replacing the name and logo throughout the site, with
a few cosmetic updates. We recommended a full site

GOAL AND STRATEGY ALIGNMENT

We began the relaunch process by advising the client
on strategic alignment for the website. A perfectly
optimized website is of no value if it doesn’t align
with, support, and promote a company’s marketing strategy, so this is a crucial first step. The visual
design work was performed by an outside firm; we
consulted with them throughout the redesign to ensure that every element of the site aligned with client
goals.

relaunch, to address back-end technical and architectural issues as well as improve user experience and
content development.

The client had introduced a nursing program the
previous year; it was their most advanced degree
program yet, and they wanted to promote it. The site
rebrand hadn’t helped ith that goal; in the quarter
before our engagement, the client was visible for 0%
of their target keywords related to nursing. Thus, our
relaunch gave extra emphasis to the nursing program, as well as focusing the overall website on lead
generation.
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TECHNICAL FUNCTION

Our technical relaunch preparation focused
on reducing page load time for better user
experience, fixing broken links to improve
the site’s legitimacy in the eyes of search
engines, and mobile optimization, as this
relaunch included responsive design and
mobile-friendliness.

Resource

Size
savings

Load time
saved (s)

239.6

41.4

82.74%

5.95

JavaScript

149.7

45.1

69.88%

3.14

Images

19.9

9.5

52.26%

0.31

Overall

409.2

96

76.54%

9.40

We attacked long page load times from two angles:

◊

Optimized
size (KB)

CSS

PAGE LOAD TIMES
◊

Original
size (KB)

Advising the site design and development team
on the best ways to get their desired visual effect
with a minimum of unnecessary code and scripts
Optimizing design and development assets to
further reduce their load times:
◊

Compressed CSS elements, reducing their
transfer size by 83%

◊

Relocated and/or optimized render-blocking
content such as plugins and fonts

◊

Compressed and properly formatted images,
reducing their transfer size by 53%

As a result, we were able to reduce the total size of
these assets by 77% and reduce page load speed by
an amazing 9.4 seconds.

BROKEN LINKS
An external link audit found that 127 pages had broken links, nearly all of which stemmed from a defunct

blogging platform the client had used. By making this
one site-wide change, we improved the site’s “authority” in the eyes of search engines.

MOBILE OPTIMIZATION
The client’s previous site had not been responsive, resulting in a very frustrating experience for prospective
students on mobile devices. This was especially damaging because the client’s target market consisted
almost mostly of women age 19-25 eager to improve
their lives and thus future-oriented. At the time of the
relaunch, 85% of young adults owned smartphones,
with 60% of that group using mobile devices as their
primary internet device (the numbers and proportions
have since grown).
By making every page on the website mobile-friendly
with a mobile performance score of at least 66 (a “C”
or better in Google PageSpeed Insights’ ratings), we
essentially increased the client’s online audience as
well as the likelihood that audience members would
stay on the client’s site once they accessed it from a
mobile device.

ARCHITECTURE AND USER EXPERIENCE
Here, we focused on making the user experience (UX)
as seamless as possible. That meant optimizing the
site organization, hierarchical site map, path flow,
URL structure, keyword mapping and internal links.
In the site’s main navigation bar alone, we made several changes:
◊

We relocated some categories to the site footer or
its upper right-hand corner:
◊

“Employers,” which didn’t address the prospective student audience

◊

◊

“Career Advice,” which didn’t direct prospective students toward lead-oriented content

◊

Site search, which is important, but wasn’t a
hierarchical match for the other nav bar categories

We consolidated several client-focused categories; “Blog,” “Locations,” and “About Us” became
subcategories under “About [Client] College”
(location information was also duplicated in the
site footer)
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◊

We moved the “Nursing” program category from
the leftmost position on the nav bar to the second-from-left position because heatmap data
indicated that the inner spot got more attention
than the outer spot

◊

Before:

We renamed crucial categories and made the
most crucial category name into a call to action:
◊

“Testimonials” became “Student Success
Stories”

◊

“Contact Us” became “Request Information”

◊

“Admissions” became “Enroll Now”

After:

We also changed the site’s link structure during the relaunch. Previously, blog posts had a URL of blog.clientsite.edu, a subdomain, rather than www.clientsite.edu/blog/, a folder within the primary domain. This resulted
in a literal doubling of the work involved to track and monitor blog post performance.

PHASE 2 RESULTS

The relaunch accomplished both: boosting
organic leads significantly, while increasing
lead volume from all other sources as well.
A well-designed, lead-gen-oriented website is truly a rising tide that lifts all boats.

8,000

◊

Total lead volume increased by 223%
year over year, while organic lead volume increased by 233% in this time
Year over year, the overall conversion
rate increased by 93%; for non-organic
leads, it went up by 79%; for organic
leads, it increased by 164%
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We saw these results:
◊

2,000

RELAUNCH

7,000

ALL LEADS

The goal of (un)Common Logic’s SEO team
is to improve the volume and quality of organic traffic, thus improving organic leads.
However, the goal of (un)Common Logic as
a company is to help our clients grow their
business overall, which means growing all
leads.

Total & Organic Leads, Pre- & Post-Relaunch

ORGANIC LEADS

Leads & Conversion Rates, Organic vs. Rest
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PHASE 3: ONGOING OPTIMIZATION
Our engagement with this client was for a limited
time only. The initial contract was for a year, but the
client requested another six months to ensure the
gains they made with us would continue to accrue.
We were happy to accept, as this would give us a

chance to make further optimizations post-relaunch
and to give the client’s in-house team the training and
documentation they’d need to continue these optimizations on their own.

KEYWORD VISIBILITY
4,500

1,600

4,000

1,400

3,500

1,200

3,000

TOP 50

Keyword visibility more than quadrupled
during our engagement, with some of the
biggest gains made after the relaunch.
The total number of keywords for which
the client was visible on the first 5 pages
of search results increased by 56.7% and
the number of keywords the client had
top-10 visibility for increased by 18.7%.

Keyword Visibility: Top 50 & Top 10
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We kept researching and refining keywords to target based on traffic and conversion data. A set of targeted keywords
should not be static; it should evolve as
a client’s business, industry, and market
change and evolve.
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MATCHING LANDING PAGES TO SEARCHER INTENT
Visits to Targeted Pages (Rather than Homepage)
ORGANIC VISITS TO TARGETED PAGES

25,000

66%
64%

20,000

15,000

62%
60%
58%

10,000

5,000

56%
54%
52%

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ORGANIC VISITS

Prior to the relaunch, a user who clicked
on the client’s listing in organic search results was usually taken to the site’s homepage, rather than the page that answered
their specific query. They would then have
to navigate through multiple pages on
the site before finding the answer to their
question. This type of friction often leads
to an increased bounce rate and lower
conversion rate.

After implementing the appropriate
0
50%
technical and architectural changes, users
Q2 YR 0 Q3 YR 0 Q4 YR 1 Q1 YR 1 Q2 YR 1 Q3 YR 1 Q4 YR 2 Q1 YR 2
VISITS TO TARGETED PAGES
% OF ALL ORGANIC VISITS
were taken directly to the page that addressed their query. In other words, they
got what they were looking for much faster, without
pages for those queries. We continued improving
friction, improving their overall experience on the site. query-to-URL matches after the relaunch, and inWe achieved this by mapping page URLs to the que- creased the proportion of organic visits to targeted
pages rather than the homepage by a further 7%.
ries each page was best matched to, then optimizing
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CLIENT TRAINING
To give our client’s in-house team the best foundation
for success, we prepared an extensive library of howto and FAQ documents, with a special focus on creating, running, and analyzing reports.
Screenshot from sample how-to document

FINAL RESULTS
VISIBILITY

The total number of keywords ranked at
position 50 or higher more than quadrupled, going from 967 to 4,262 over six
quarters. Keywords ranked in the top 10
more than doubled during that same time,
with a final count of 1,364 top-10 keywords.

Keywords in Position 50 & Higher Over Time
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ORGANIC TRAFFIC AND LEADS

1,500

In our 18-month engagement with the
client, we saw these results:

500

◊

Quarterly organic traffic volume increased by 66%

◊

The quarterly volume of organic-generated leads increased from 155 to
772, growing by almost 5 times

◊

◊

When the new site was launched in
Q3 of Year 1, lead volume more than
doubled in just one quarter, going
from 263 to 541
The organic conversion rate went from
a monthly average of 2.1% in the six
months prior to our engagement to a
monthly average of 5.6% in the final
three months of our engagement  
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TAKEAWAYS
SEO isn’t a “nice-to-have” or a set of tools and tricks
that only affect your site’s code. It’s one of the fundamental pillars of your marketing strategy, and
supports your business strategy as well. Good SEO
encompasses every aspect of a website, from its code
to the tone and style of its content, and many off-site
aspects as well, such as online identity. When SEO is
focused on meeting user needs to facilitate conversions and informed by regularly updated data, organic
traffic can be a major revenue driver. This case captures several essential points of our SEO philosophy.
◊

Never lose sight of the important metrics
High position rankings are great for visibility, but
it’s just as important to optimize your website and
content to maximize the return on the increased

traffic. After all, traffic by itself won’t grow your
company.
◊

Invest the time, reap the rewards
In most cases, it takes time to see the results from
SEO. Significant growth can take anywhere from
6 to 12 months, depending on the technical and
architectural quality of your existing site. However, that growth will be consistent and long-lasting,
because it’s based on user needs.

◊

Always be testing and optimizing
Never settle for “good enough” or “what worked
before.” Keep seeking ways to improve performance, optimize the user experience, remove
friction from the buying process, and introduce
beneficial innovations.

(un)Common Logic solves the hard problems in digital marketing by using data to
uncover surprising details, then using human intelligence to leverage that information for
uncommon results. Visit www.uncommonlogic.com or reach us directly at contactus@
uncommonlogic.com.
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